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You know you're on GYE for a while when...
Posted by ZemirosShabbos - 07 Mar 2011 18:02
_____________________________________

1. there are no DEAD batteries, only powerless ones

2. you count the steps going to the second floor and there are only 11 steps. You call a
contractor...

3. You kid runs in saying he fell, you say "fell shmell"

4. You tell your friend that you called because you 'Just wanted to say hi' and hang up

5. sometimes you feel that now you are 'Just Having Fun'

6. every Gerrer chusid gets surreptitious looks, 'maybe he is the heiliger Guard'...

7. when you meet someone new you tell them "hi and welcome, you should be getting the
official welcome package soon..."

8. passing roadkill is a meaningful experience

9. if someone says the Bardichever lived 200 years ago, you say 'nuh uh, he lives in Kentucky
and drives a big truck and sells ice cream

10. you are at a bris and you hear the baby is named 'Dov' and you go over to the baal simcha
and say that is a beautiful name, he asks "why so?" and you say ummmm, well you see, it's a
long story, not for now and change the subject
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11. you go in to meet an adam gadol and he asks you how things are going, you say "Baruch
HaTatty"

12. you are at the grocery and you stop at the 7up and start grinning

carry on folks, if we get to 90 then we can be on the chart 

========================================================================
====

Re: You know you're on GYE for a while when...
Posted by TehillimZugger - 10 Sep 2014 20:06
_____________________________________

Def too much for JHF. Belongs in BB! 

========================================================================
====

Re: You know you're on GYE for a while when...
Posted by Shlomo24 - 23 Sep 2014 18:13
_____________________________________

you know ur on gye for a while when u need a 12 step program to stop your gye addiction. "hi
my name is shlomo and im addicted to gye"

========================================================================
====

Re: You know you're on GYE for a while when...
Posted by Bigmoish - 23 Sep 2014 18:28
_____________________________________

...your wife is starting to believe you actually DO have a whole bunch of friends you haven't
heard from in years and are suddenly chatting with around the clock...

...your wife TOTALLY thinks you're watching porn when you're on GYE, and you don't even
care...
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========================================================================
====

Re: You know you're on GYE for a while when...
Posted by cordnoy - 23 Sep 2014 19:01
_____________________________________

....you wonder about.....StonerDan, Lizehnsk, Shivisi, R76, Pischoshelmachat, ovadia, gam zu,
kollel guy, Blind Beggar, Moshe1, Moshe5, Moshe45, Moshe1499, HappyMan, and tens and
hundreds of others (and I apologize for stoppin' my list short) who used to grace these very
pages (and I am a newbie; imagine what the old guys must be thinkin' about....).

========================================================================
====

Re: You know you're on GYE for a while when...
Posted by Shmeichel - 23 Sep 2014 19:49
_____________________________________

when it comes rosh hashono and you cant take in yom tov before wishing all gye members a
gut yoor

========================================================================
====

Re: You know you're on GYE for a while when...
Posted by moish u.k. - 24 Sep 2014 14:22
_____________________________________

cordnoy wrote:

Moshe1, Moshe5, Moshe45, Moshe1499

Er, which one of these is me?

========================================================================
====

Re: You know you're on GYE for a while when...
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Posted by cordnoy - 24 Sep 2014 15:16
_____________________________________

None of 'em!

We see you around often enough.

========================================================================
====

Re: You know you're on GYE for a while when...
Posted by unanumun - 05 Oct 2014 10:18
_____________________________________

....When you are standing in line in the store and the guy in front of you pulls out a can of black
beans and you have to hold yourself back from laughing.

========================================================================
====

Re: You know you're on GYE for a while when...
Posted by lavi - 05 Oct 2014 13:55
_____________________________________

could someone please explain this one to me???

========================================================================
====

Re: You know you're on GYE for a while when...
Posted by unanumun - 05 Oct 2014 13:58
_____________________________________

See here

========================================================================
====

Re: You know you're on GYE for a while when...
Posted by Shmeichel - 05 Oct 2014 20:38
_____________________________________
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....when you understand the meaning of black beans....

========================================================================
====

Re: You know you're on GYE for a while when...
Posted by Shlomo24 - 05 Oct 2014 21:46
_____________________________________

when i smile every time i see a froot loops cereal box.

YTC!

========================================================================
====

Re: You know you're on GYE for a while when...
Posted by shomer bro - 06 Oct 2014 07:33
_____________________________________

...you chat with one of the better posters and feel like you're talking to someone famous

========================================================================
====

Re: You know you're on GYE for a while when...
Posted by nitzotzeloki - 06 Oct 2014 08:22
_____________________________________

totally agree!

========================================================================
====

Re: You know you're on GYE for a while when...
Posted by dms1234 - 08 Oct 2014 06:23
_____________________________________

When someone says there addicted to starbucks and you think they should go to

SA....hahahaha 

========================================================================
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